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Prosecutor Advocates Draft. Legislation
by Chuck Leone
The activity of the National Law Center's special
prosecutor advocates shifted from the courts to the
legislatures last week, after two setbacks at the district
court level.
Judge Hoffman of Norfolk, Virginia, sitting temporarily
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland, dis-
missed as moot for lack of standing a motion, filed on
October 8 by John Banzhaf, demanding a special
prosecutor in the Agnew case. 'In a somewhat acerbic
opinion, the judge further refused to rule on the motion
notwithstanding the mootness, noting that the courts do
not give advisory opinions, and that the inquiries were
more appropriately suited for Banzhaf's students.
Closer to home, a motion filed by Banzhaf ex reI the
Watergate Grand Jury, and in his own name as an
individual and officer of the court, was rejected on all
counts by JUdge Sirica of U.S. DistriCt Court for the
District of Columbia. The motion had asked for the ap-
pointment of a special counsel to the Watergate Grand
Jury, a position vacant with the firing of Archibald Cox.
A/though the original motion as well as a motion for
reconsideration was denied, Judge Sirica did state in
open court that he did have the power to appoint such a
special counsel.
(Ralph Nader, meanwhile, obtained from Judge Gesell
of District Court a declaratory judgment that Cox's firing by John Shapleigh
was illegal in contravention of Justice Department NLC Prof. David Robin-
regulations then in effect. Nader himself also had son and Frank Wilkinson of
problems with standing, but in an unusual move, the the National Committee
court held that Nader's Congressional co-plaintiffs did against Repressive Legis-
have standing to seek the [udqrnent.) lation lectured last Thurs-
Both of Banzhaf's actions were frustrated by sub- day on the philosophical
sequent unforeseen events. One week after the motion and practical origins of the
was filed in Baltimore, Agnew resigned. Six hours after Adm in is t ra t ion bill,
the Watergate motion was filed, President Nixon's S. 1400,which would revise
counsel, Charles Alan Wright, announced that the the Federal Criminal code.
president would surrender the tapes. Although it was announced
Although Banzhaf does not intend to appeal from the as a "debate," only oc-
denials, he is optimistic about the effect the lower court casionally would either one
decisions will have. He feels that the suits were valuable, respond to the other's pre-
in that the need for a special prosecutor and special sentation.
counsel were brought to the public attention. The deci- In his opening remarks,
sions also set down firm groundwork for work in the Robinson asserted that the
legislative area. The fact that the courts will not supposedly bipartisan
themselves deal with the matter leaves the problem in the B row nCo mm iss ion,
hands of the legislature. formed by Presidential Or-
Two students working through Professor Banzhaf's der to produce compre-
Legal Activism course are in the process of tackling the hensive criminal legisla-
problem on the legislative end. Pete Dingman and Ira tion, was in fact dominated
Meiselman have drafted a statute which would give by civil libertarians, led by
federal district courts the power to appoint a special the Commission's Execu-
prosecutor or special counsel to a grand jury whenever tive Director, Professor
the court felt that the U.S. attorney was disqualified or Schwartz of the University
had a disability. of Pennsylvania.
Although members of Congress have been contacted, In Robinson's view, the
there is no sponsor for the bill yet. Most of the Commission proposed leg-
Congressional activity is currently centered around the islation that would empty.
Bayh and Culver bills, both of which focus on the our prisons through its
Watergate situation. sentencing provisions, re-
Meiselman and Dingman's bill, however, has a much duce police effectiveness
broader scope than either of the two current bills, and through its entrapment
would cover all situations in which there is a potential clauses, permit an inappro-
conflict of interest. Because of the intense and some- - priate insanity defense to
times partisan feelings that have been generated by the free criminals, and rob the
Bayh and Culver bills, the student proposal may be kept 1968 wiretap bills of their
under wraps until the other two are resolved. teeth.
The aim of the Dingman-Meiselman proposal is to Robinson went on to say
allow appointment of a special prosecutor or counsel that when the Administra-
when necessary. But the drafters believe that the bill's tion received the bill from
existence may make its use quite limited, since the the Brown Commission, it
temptations to influence a U.S. attorney would be less was not turned over to John
than in a situation where the court has no such Mitchell specifically. Rath-
alternative. er, Henry Peterson, the
Robinson.Wilkinson Debate
Democrat who heads the
Criminal. Division, was
placed in charge of the
project. The goal of the ad-
ministration was to streng-
then and codify the exist-
ing code, not to change it
SUbstantially as the Com-
mission would propose.
Wilkinson's responses
were limited to extensive
quotation of Professor
Schwartz, and to a few
examples of travesties al-
ready occurring under cur-
rent legislation, which
would be further aggravated.
by S. 1400. His view of the
Brown Commission's ap-
proach on sentencing is
that the convicted criminal
should only be placed in
jail when no other alterna-
tive exists. Hewould create
a presumption for parole,
for example.
Professor Robinson ex-
plained that S. 1400 would
keep the average percent-
age of time served to the
current 36% of minimum
sentence. Further, the pri-
soner's release would re-
main controlled by the
Federal Parole Board rather
than a multitude of juris-
dictions, as would be the
case under the Brown bill.
Wilkinson contended
that S. 1400's language
about entrapment is am-
biguous, and will lead to
police action designed to
unfairly arrest suspects. In
addition, he said, the
burden of proof remains
with the defendant,even in
the most atrocious ex-
amples of police miscon-
duct.
He gave the example of
several young persons who
were convicted of using
spray paint to write ob-
scenities on a court build-
ing. Here, he said, weap-
ons, drugs, instruction in
the use of disruptive tech-
niques, and the spraypalr-t
itself were. provided by a
38-year-old businessman,'
posing as a member of the
group. The FBI apparently
provided the money for all
these criminal tools. This,
he said, must be prevented.
Robinson stated that under
S. 1400 the group would
have been freed, if they
were not predisposed to
engage in the criminal ac-
tivity. The great majority of
entrapment cases, he said,
involve police agents seek-
ing to establish a court-
- worthy case against a
known criminal.
Insanity is removed as a
defense by S. 1400, except
as to the state of mind re-
quired for the crime itself.
Professor Robinson, who
spent a great deal of time
developing this portion of
the bill, urges that once the
insane defendant's·state of
mind is established, the
sole remaining determina-
tion is that of disposition.
This approach leaves
civil libertarians flabber-
gasted. Wilkinson quoted
Professor Schwartz once
again, who has stated that
the Administration ap-
[Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 1]
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Discrim inationSexMcKenna Exposes
McKenna replied that once a law firm was put
under a court order to hire women, such a
charge of reverse discrimination has not been
and could never be uphel.d .. Thelr policy was
justified as a matter of priortty and "men just
don't need help". "The white male will just
have to suffer," Ms. McKenna rejoined
smiling. '
The ~yp~ of reli~f b~ing sought against
discriminating law firms Includes such things
as affirmative hiring goals (yearly and
long-term), affirmative recruitment from law
schools, an affirmative action statement in
their brochures and the use of both feminine
and masculine pronouns in their recruiting
materials. Women must be assigned on the
same basis as men and not be excluded (as
they traditionally have been) from trial work
client contact, and travel work. '
Although most of their suits are brought as
class actions, more specific relief has been
sought for particular individuals who have
been discriminated against. Firms would then
be ordered to offer jobs to those women who
had met the necessary qualifications, but who
had been arbitrarily rejected, to place them in
those job positions they would have received
if they had been hired at the time, and to
compensate them for back pay (the burden
being on the law firm to find these women).
Ms. McKenna ended the evening by
responding to a question as to "What we, as
law students, can do?" She stressed the
importance of agitation within the law
schools. The Placement Office can seek
non-dlscnminatory policy promises from
interviewing law firms. Firms can also be
judged by their past performance in actual
hiring of minorities and women. (At the
University of Chicago,' for example, the
Placement Office was sued under Title VII and
the ca~e was settled through negotiation.)
The Instances of -dlscrirnlnation that were
mentioned by Ms. McKenna have not escaped
c;3.W. women. The Placement Office is
acce~ting any evidence of discriminatory
practlc,es by employers. The Women's Rights
Com~lttee IS presently involved in a survey of
Was~lngton firms for discriminatory
practIces.
to possess the following characteris~ics: out
. of law school for at least a year, with some
legal experience (from where?), dlvorced ("the
shine out of her eyes"), settled dow~ In t~e
area, no children, but with some finanCial
responsibilities (preferably a dependent moth-
er).
Opportunities for women within the firm
were also considered. The type of work to
which an individual was assigned determined
how much one contributed to the firm in the
way of fees, as well as how much one earned.
Not only were men and women compared as
to initial assignments, but the more elucidat-
ing inquiry turned out to be, "Where, after five
years, did their courses run in the firm?"
In defining hiring goals for these firms, the
Dept. adheres to a policy of "population
parity". She noted that while, of all first year
law students in 1972, 20% were women, only
4% of the profession were women in the field.
The firms were expected to hire a minimum
number of women equal to the percentage of
women in the qualified pool of applicants for
that year.
While women used to be concentrated
within the top 15-20% of their law school
classes, it was recognized that women were
now more scattered throughout the academic
scale. Consequently, the firms were allowed
to set their own academic (grade and subject
matter-wise) qualifications for their applicants
and their hiring practices would then be
judged according to that standard.
After five years, a firm's total percentage of
women was expected to reach 15%. Even
these figures, Ms. McKenna admitted, could
not be considered remedial goals, but only
served to put the firms up to par. .
She e~phasized that firms were not being
told to hire women; rather, liability had been
conclusively determined as to these firms,
and they were therefore being instructed to
make up for past discrimination. No firms
were ever asked to hire only women to the
ex?lusion of men, the hiring goal usually
being one woman for every man or
sometimes, two for one. '
Responding to a question as to the possible
consequent discrimination against men, Ms.
by lorraine Chang
Margaret McKenna of the Justice Depart-
ment, Civil Rights division, Employment
section, discussed "sex discrimination in the
legal profession" last Wednesday in the
Marvin Center. .
As one of 12 women out of 47 attorneys
working at enforcing Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Ms. McKenna drew from a
wide range of personal experience in
conveying tlrst-hand information about the
situation facing women seeking employment
in areas traditionally open only to men.
The Department has handled a myriad of
cases, involving blue collar workers, copper
mine workers, salaried workers and those paid
by the hour. However, Ms. McKenna
explained that the one group that has been
traditionally ignored is the professionals.
Top priority has always been given to those
working at lower-level jobs since, it is
assumed, professionals are "able to take care
of themselves". Still, of all the employers Ms.
McKenna has come up against, "the law firms
have been the most reluctant to comply with
the law'
Ms. McKenna described the information her
Department relied upon in establishing a case
of sex discrimination. Rejected women
applicants were questioned as to what they
were asked by interviewers and what they were
told, if anything, about the firms' hiring
policies. Many firms were quite blunt in telling
women that their firms "did not make it a
practice of hiring women".
These women's responses and qualifica-
tions were then compared with those from
men who had been interviewed the same year.
While questions such as "Are you married?",
"Do you have children?" and "Why did you go
to law school?" are not considered discrimina-
tory on their face, they were discriminatory if
they were only being asked of women.
Women were also more likely to be asked if
they were willing to make "ten-year commit-
ments", and one woman was even asked
whether she would "stay for life."
Ms. McKenna concluded that the law firms'
idea of the ideal woman applicant would need
Petition Ci rcu lotedOLVERSON BAR REVIEW
by Ross Delston
The .P~ysical Facilities Committee of the Student Bar
ASSOCiation,.at a meeting early in November, rejected a
pr?posal ~hlch would have asked students to withhold
tUltlO~ Un!11a new law library was built to relieve over-
crowding In the present library. The Committee felt that
students could not wait that long.
Instead, the Committee distributed a petition,
addressed to the NLC Administration which suggested a
number of remedies: '
T~e petition asked "that appropriate steps be taken to
rrovlde adequate heating and ventilation' that tempera-
ures,at all levels of the library and classr~om building be
ctons,l,stentand be kept at a constant reasonable tempera-
ure.
I~also listed the following recommendations: prompt
~~~~nance of .present photocopy facilities and acqulsl-
and ac~~r~qUlpment;, ~rompt repair of broken furniture
and t Sl Ion of additional chairs tables and desks,
li~~a~C~~se? lighting on the third 'floor lounge of the
the 10 . IS ~st recommendation was aimed at making
,. ht .unge SUitable for studying' as of this writing the
Ig IS too dim for re dl ,virtually no 'II . ,a Ing and the Navajo rug provides
A . I. umlnatlon.
end~gr~7;r;'~~el~ 400 people signed the petition which
that these e ollowlnq: "THEREFORE, WE DEMAND
of time effPr~blem~ be rernedled with a proper allocation
OlVERSON BAR REVIEW immediacyO~ ~ntt~finanCial resources and with a sense of
Federal Bar Building West petitio e I Ing the N.L.C." The SBA endorsed the
1819 H Street. N.W. change~~~~~~ecexcePtion t,~at the word "DEMAND" was
Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 659-1722 . The Ph' O~~~ND.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ gestions~al ~acilities Committee asks for your sug-
cernlng the library and classrooms,
The lVIostSuccessful Course tor the
VIRGINIA BAR FOR OVER 20 YEARS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FEBRUARY COURSES FOR
VIRGINIA BAR EXAMINATIONS
~--- Day and Night Sections----
Multistate Accelerated Course Jan. 7-Feb. 20, 1974
VA Approved ----'
Olverson Bar Review courses provide thorough
preparation for the multistate as well as the
essay-type examinations
$160.00
A Flexible Schedule Permits Make-Up Sessions for All Subjects
Attend a Class Without Obligation
Call or Write for Further Information
IDQr AllUocutr. NOVEMBER 21, 1973-3
Clerkship Opportunities to be Discussed
FIRS~ A~D SECOND YEAR STUDENTS who may
be conslderlnq applying for a judicial clerkship after
graduation are invited to the Law Center's Clerkship
Information Meeting in Stockton Hall, Room 10 at
4:10 on Tuesday, December4, 1973.
Associate Dean Potts, Chairman of the Clerkship
Committee, will moderate a panel composed of three
1973 graduates who are presently clerking for Federal
JUdg~s in Washington. They are Jonathan Kahan,
clerking for The Honorable Oliver Gasch of the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia'
Richard Wachterman, clerking on the D.C. Court ot
Appeals for The Honorable Walter Yeagley; and
Kathryn Schmeltzer, clerking for The Honorable Dyer
Taylor of the Superior Court for the District of
Columbia.
The purpose of this panel is to provide basic
information in regard to the usual qualifications ex-
pected by [udqes, the importance of research and
writing experience, and the differences in clerkships
at the various levels and types of courts represented.
Questions from the students will be welcomed.
Physical Plant to Consult
on Library Temperatures
by John C. Shapleigh
Robert Burch of the Uni-
versity Physical Plant De-
partment said last week
that, at the urging of Dean
Potts, an outside consult-
ant will be brought in by
December to study the
temperature control and
ductwork systems in the
Library and Stockton Hall.
Problems apparently built
in during construction in
the mid-sixties have not
yielded to solution by the
University or the original
library contractor. Burch
said that the consultant's
report should be available
within six weeks after work
is begun.
Hugh Bernard, Professor
of Law and NLC Librarian,
commented on action on
other library problems. The
Washington firm maintain-
ing the Olivetti duplicating
equipment has agreed to
upgrade their service, es-
pecially by adding night-
time and weekend service
calls. Cautionary notes on
proper machine use, and a
phone number to call in
case of malfunction, will be
posted on every machine.
Bernard made his re-
marks at an extended
meeting of the Faculty
Library Committee, a joint
student-faculty committee,
held last Thursday. Student
Coordinator Greg Yadley
asked Bernard about im-
provements in space utili-
zation within the Library.
Bernard said that Mr.
Robert- Bidwell, Assistant
Librarian for Management
and Planning, is super-
vising estimates for ad-
ditional fourth floor shelv-
ing by the University De-
velopment Office. Later,
Bidwell stressed that while
[Please Turn to P. S', Col. 11
by Gene Ruane
For those students who are thinking
that it is too early to be bothered with
considering a judicial clerkship, the value
of this informational meeting cannot be
overemphasized. It is not too early for even
a first-semester student to be considering
this possibility of employment. In fact,
seriously considering a judicial clerkship
very early in law school increases the
likelihood that the student will have the
qualifications necessary for the job when
he or she graduates. This meeting may be
the only chance that students will have to
get a first-hand description of a judicial
clerkship. It may also be the only chance
they will ever have to learn how to prepare
themselves to compete favorably for the
job.
There are two talents which a judge
looks for in a potential clerk, research
capability and the ability to communicate
effectively in writing. In reviewing the
hundreds of applications which he re-
ceives for a single clerkship, a judge must
rely on any available standards which will
enable him to narrow his choices to the
ten or so applicants whom he will be able
to interview. The standards generally used
are grade-point average and law review
membership. It is the second of these
criteria that makes it so important for
first-year students to consider a clerkship
now.
Most students take the law review
competition at the end of their second
semester. Those who do not take it at that
time probably will never have the
opportunity again. With the emphasis that
judges place on this experience, a student
is severely narrowing his possibilities for a
clerkship if he does not at least try for
membership on the law review. If the
student doesn't make it, the experience
will still have been valuable.
Although much emphasis is placed on
law review membership, the lack of this
experience is not necessarily fatal to a
student's chances of obtaining a clerk-
ship. By preparing early and using
planning and foresight, a student could
develop credentials that would compete
favorably with law review membership in
demonstrating his or her research and
writing capabilities. One alternative to the
law review is the Journal of International
Law.
Another alternative with greater avai l-
ability is Law 344, Legal Research and
Writing. By working under the supervision
of a faculty member and producing a paper
of publishable quality, a student can
demonstrate his ability to do research and
to express himself accurately in writing.
This is the quality which a person is
presumed to perfect through law review
membership, and a demonstration of such
ability by a non-law review applicant can
only be of benefit to the student.
Again, the importance of early planning
cannot be stressed too· much. Because
judges choose their clerks about twelve
months in advance, a student is left with
only two years into which to cram all of the
material with which he hopes to impress
his prospective employers. There is little
time for procrastination, and for some
even this meeting may have come too late.
The clerkship committee plays a vital
role in assisting a student in presenting
his best image to a judge. The committee
provides letters of recommendation to the
judges, and the judges often use them as
the initial screening guides in determining
who to interview.
The recommendation of the committee
is based on the student's grades, research
and writing ability, references from
part-time and summer employers, recom-
mendations from faculty members, and a
short personal interview with the commit-
tee.
These criteria are evaluated, and
the most favorable recommendation
justified by the student's performance is
sent to the judges to whom the student
has applied for a job. Although the
committee never SAnds a negative letter, it
may decline to send a recommendation in
a case where the members feel that one is
not warranted.
The Clerkship Committee will be
conducting its first set of interviews in
April, with an application deadline tenta-
tively scheduled for March 15.
Anyone desiring additional information
on the clerkship committee, or on judicial
clerkships in general, is urged to attend
the December 4 meeting.
SBA President's Report I Low Spouses Notes I
by Carol A. Elder
Spring Evaluations
Ready. Twenty copies of
the compiled results of the
spring, 1973, course and
professor evaluations will
be placed on the third floor
reserve desk of the library
November 28. Professors
will be given the original
evaluation. forms for each
course of theirs which was
evaluated last spring.
Fall, 1973 Evaluations to
Begin. Monday, Nov. 26,
will mark the beginning of
the fall course and profes-
sor evaluation. This year,
we are trying to cut down
on cost by using IBM cards
in the classroom with the
written questionaires.
While comments may still
be made on the actual
questionnaire (and com-
ments are encouraged), the
twelve questions calling for
multiple-choice responses
can be answered by punch-
ing out the appropriate
choice on the IBM card. By
using the computer cards
we are saving the expense
of paying for a keypuncher.
Two important requests:
1. Be careful not to enlarge
the hole of the IBM card
when you punch out your
response to a question.
And, of course, please do
not fold, bend, staple, or
mutilate. 2. Please collect
your "confetti" and dispose
of it properly after class.
We do not want to create an
intolerable burden for the
cleaning crew of collecting
thousands of little chips of
paper!
The questions will elicit
responses on a six-point
range, such as: excellent
to poor (5 to 1) and not
applicable (0). The ques-
tions will be: Rate the text
and I or casebook as to its
usefulness in helping you
to understand the subject
matter of the course. Rate
the non-textual instruc-
tional materials (handouts,
outside reading, etc.) as to
their usefulness in helping
you to understand the
course. How interesting.
were the instructional ma- r----------------------i
terials? Rate the. overall
quality of the instructional
materials. How orqanlzed
and coherent was the in-
structor's presentation of
material? How interesting
were the instructor's class
presentations? How willing
was this instructor to make
him I herself available and
helpful to students? How
(Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 1)
by Sue Stanford
The Law Spouses' Annual Winter Party will beheld at 8
P.M. on Saturday, December 1, in Laurie and Ken Levin-
son's new townhouse in the Bristow Village section of
Annandale, Virginia. The only requirement for this pre-
exam "Bash" is that couples bring their own "booze."
Directions from Beltway Exit 6E (Route 236) are: Right at
Heritage Drive; Right on Americana Drive (first right) to
Bristow Village (about 1V2 miles); Left on Herkimer to
4908. In case you get lost or need additional information,
call Laurie and Ken at 354-1466;
International Student ID Card
Eurailpass Britrail Pass
FIU:E SERVICE
RESERVATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE
Ground Floor
MARVIN CENTER
FREE SERVICE
CALL 659-2968
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One More Victim
Just a fortnight ago, one more victim fell before an
assassin's bullets. Marcus Foster is dead.
The name may not be familiar to you; Marcus Foster
was neither a politician like Kennedy, nor an orator like
King. He was an educator, distinguished in his
profession.
Foster was once a schoolteacher in Philadelphia.
About a decade ago, he was appointed principal of that
city's Simon Gratz High School. Gratz was a ghetto
school, where many students were enrolled, but few ever
remained to graduate. Foster's remarkable achievements
in reversing that trend won him several civic awards, as
well as a promotion to assistant superintendent of
schools.
Subsequently, Foster left Philadelphia to become
superintendent of the Oakland, Calif., school system.
From all reports, he had already begun to achieve some
significant success in that office at the time of his death.
Two weeks ago, he was shot to death. His alleged
assailants were black militants, who reportedly objected
to the way that Foster, himself a black man, cooperated
with "the system" in order to achieve his goal of
improving the educational opportunities of Oakland
children. .
And so Marcus Foster is dead. As the Dismal Decade
Since Dadas draws to a close, the ranks of martyrs have
been increased by one. The school children of Oakland,
and indeed the nation, will be the poorer for his loss.
Deplorable
We are encouraged that the University Physical Facili-
ties Department is finally planning to take some action, in
an effort to alleviate the deplorable conditions in the Law
Library's temperature control and ventilation systems.
Such action is already long overdue, as many suffering
.students will readily attest.
The discomfort to which law students are being sub-
jected is appalling in itself. In view of the present energy
crisis, the resulting waste of energy is outrageous.
We have been bombarded with missives from the Uni-
versity Administration, urging us to take direct action to
reduce energy consumption wherever possible. We urge
the Administration to take interim steps now to reduce
the heat in the library, without waiting for a long-range
report which won't be available for at least another two
months.
At the same time, we support the efforts of the SBA
Physical Facilities Committee to improve library condi-
tions, and urge the Committee to continue to press for
the necessary improvements.
Reminder
This is the final issue of The Advocate for this
semester. The Advocate will resume publication on
January 23, 1974. Deadline for all copy for that issue is
Friday, January 18. All copy must be typed, double-
spaced, on a seventy-space line. Please deliver all copy to
The Advocate office in the basement of Bacon Hall, Room
11.
IDqt 1\bunrult
Howard Rosenthal
Editor
Chuck Leone
News Editor
Joshua Kaufman
Photographer
Steve Converse
Business Manager
The opinions expressed by our coturnnists are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Advocate. the National Law Center, or the George Washington University.
...AND MAKE SUR
YOU GUYS KEEP I
UNDER
50 M.P.H.!
The Key Biscayne-San Clemente Milk Run
Letter from Jerusalem
NLC Prof. Gilbert Ginsburg is spending complete blackouts. Car headlights had to
this semester on sabbatical leave in Israel. be painted over and "trlssirn" (metal
He wrote the following letter to NLC shutters outside the windows of apart-
faculty members [and The Advocate] on ments and houses) had to be tightly shut.
October 23, 'the day after the first Mideast The "miklatim", (shelters) in each building
ceasefire was announced: .were cleaned out and ready for occupancy
Dear Colleague: during air raid alerts.
As you probably know, I am .on After the air raid alarms which sounded
sabbatical with my family in Jerusalem. I on Yom Kippur, we had only one air raid
thought you might be interested in alert in Jerusalem, although Tel Aviv and
knowing what it is like to live here in a war. especially Haifa had a number of alerts
First, the war was a complete surprise during this period. The shelters are very
to everyone. When the alarms sounded on well constructed and afford excellent
the afternoon of Yom Kippur we really did protection.' Terrorist rockets fired from
not know what they meant. Some people Lebanon landed on a kibbutz near the
realized something was wrong because Lebanese border-one was a direct hit on a
the call-up of reserves had started a few children's residence, but the children were
hours earlier. Young (and not so young) all sleeping in their shelter and none were
men were called out from Yom Kippur injured.
services in their synagogues. This could In the early days of the war, casualties
happen only in extreme emergencies. in men and equipment, including planes,
Many of us had left our synagogue aft-er were heavy for Israel. The Israelis were
the morning services and were not able to really not ready for' the Egyptian and
return because non-military personnel Syrian attacks and when they came, the
were required to stay off the streets once troops in Israel's defense line at the Suez
the alarms sounded. I finished Yom Kippur Canal were overrun. Recriminations will
prayers in services which we hastily come later but the war comes home when
arranged in the lobby of the King David men in one's neighborhood are killed or
Hotel. Our prayers had an extra special captured. Perhaps the worst of all are
meaning to us this year. People who had those who are "missing in action"-the
not prayed in years joined in the services. Egyptians and Syrians refused to furnish
And when we asked the Almighty to grant the Red Cross with lists of their prisoners,
a year of peace and btessinq, it came from so many men could not be accounted for.
the depth of our hearts. The wife of one such man "missing in
After the war broke out, we rushed to action" who lives nearby had to be kept
volunteer for any work that was needed. under sedation the entire day she learned
Those with cars helped at hospitals or of the news.
drove soldiers and messengers. Others The spirit of the Israelis never ceased to
'helped at other places-some baked bread amaze me. Everyone seemed to calmly
in city bakeries at night to help maintain carryon, despite having loved ones in the
the required supplies. There were so many war. Most of the men managed to come
volunteers, however, that only a fraction home on leave or call every few days or so.
could be used. That relieved the pressure on their families
I There was no shortage of food-not only a bit. Everyone knew that the war was
staples, but fresh fruits and vegetables fought for the very existence of the State
and most food products were available. of Israel and thus for their own existence
There were occasional delays in getting as well. I do not believe there was a single
foodstuffs to the stores because many draft dodger in Israel. Men and boys were
trucks were being used to bring men and fighting to get into the war, not to get out
supplies to the front. Post offices were of it.
operating, stores and banks were open This spirit carried over into financial
and doing business, but maintained' support, as well. I helped in the
shorter hours due to the absence of so solicitation for the voluntary" war loan. It
many men lnthe Army. And they were was' easy. I did not have to explain the
closed nights because of the blackouts. significance or the need .tor the funds.
We listened to the news on the radio and Everyone knew-and they acted according-
watched it on TV. Everyone followed Iy. They dug deep and then deeper. Israeli
developments continually from hour to salaries are low to begin with and taxes are
hour in the first few days. After that, when high. The new involuntary war loan will
the course of the war became a bit clearer take between 7 and 12% of gross salary in
most of us only listened to the news fou~addition to the other taxes' already in
or five times a day, although many people force. On top of that, most people are
walked around with transistor radios all giving to the voluntary war loan an average
day. of a month's salary, usually payable over
At night there were and still are (Please Tum to P. 7, cei.aj
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Another View of Grade Reform
To the Editor:
I am a member of the Grade Reform
Committee (GRC), and I have participated in
the SBA meetings concerning grade reform. I
would like to express my views on the grade
controversy that has enveloped the NLC this
fal/.
The GRC was hastily convened this year, in
order to respond to Prof. Robinson's proposal
to institute a grade curve on second- and
third-year courses with large classes. This
proposal, designed to eliminate the vexing
problem of disparity in grades among profes-
sors, had been rejected the previous spring by
theSBA.
The SBA had conducted a survey of student
opinions about grades. This survey revealed
that students were unhappy with the present
grading system and desired some sort of
change, but few supported the Robinson pro-
posal.
We set out to draw up a new system to
al/eviate grade disparity. The views expressed
.by GRC members were quite diverse. After
one year and summer school at NLC I felt the. 'major weakness of the law school centered
around competition as the motivating force for
learning. The law school today is geared to
competition. The job market so dictates, and
the law school responds accordingly. ..
The competitive atmosphere here has led to
people working against rather than 'with each
other. The anxiety and pressure force many
students to be carried along in the tide; they
know they cannot surpass their colleagues
who have already established their high per-
formance records (even after just one year),
and so they drift along, cramming for exams,
sleeping in class and learning very little.
It seems self-defeating that a taw school
would not permit-or even require-a student
to repeat failed courses. He or she graduates'
deficient in that area of the law, without a
second chance to acquire that knowledge. The
record shows the F, and the almighty average
is dealt a deathly blow.
I cannot help but ask why the NLC does not
have a teacher-adviser system (if not 'to
promote better student-teacher interaction, at
least to provide some guidance in course
selection).
Why are we given numerical grades on
subjective examinations, when everyone
knows the distinction between a 74, 75, and 76
is meaningless? Why are we graded at all on
this high a level of professional education?
Why is winning emphasized so often in
class, and so grievously little attention paid to
ethics and the meaning of our legal
education? When all is said and done, we are
thrust back to the job market as our answer,
our "out," but why do we let this dictate?
The GRC reflected the indecision within the
school, and therefore we oper.ed up the
question of grade disparity to the SBA as a
whole. The SBA was also undecided, but
voted overwhelmingly against supporting the
Robinson proposal.
The SBA did, however, vote in favor of
several resolutions proposed by the GRC,
which were designed to change the attitude of
students and professors toward grading. The
three proposals are:
1. To grade all first semester first year
exams on a pass-fail basis [pass 55]; grades
will be posted in the normal fashion so
students may observe their performance, but
only a pass or fail will be recorded on their
transcript.
This proposal would alleviate the anxiety
and pressure often encountered in the first
series of exams, and provide everyone with an
equal exposure to the' rigors of law school
exams. People come to law school from all
different environments; many have not been
subjected to the intense pressure and
competition of a law school final.
2. To change the gradIng system Irom
numbers to letter grades [e.g. A + A B +
B ... ] " ,
This system would correspond more
appropriately with the subjective exams given
here. Few students believe a teacher can
assign a number value to an essay question.
Letter grades will give the professor more
leeway to categorize the student since a letter
grade represents an approximation, not an
absolute.
3. To delete F from the record and to allow
students, to repeat failed course. Also, to,
delete NCR from the record, for in effect NCR
stends for Funder the present. recording
system.
Failing a course often means that a student
has not absorbed the material and developed a
working knowledge of that area of the law. A
student should at least be allowed to repeat
courses to obtain the knowledge he has failed
to comprehend, and the Dean should require
that students who fail required courses take
them again. In that way NLC insures itself that
the required course information has been ab-
sorbed to a certain extent by all of its
students.
Because these proposals affect every
student in the law school, the GRC held a
referendum under SBA auspices to determine
student reaction. Several different proposals
dealing with grade disparity were offered. The
Robinson proposal received minimal support
(14% of those voting); the largest number of
students voted for no change.
Unfortunately, the professors could not
.remain impartial to this student referendum
(the first-year students filled out the
referendum during classroom time). After one
professor lectured to his first-year students on
the relative merits of the proposals, first-year
students overwhelmingly voted tor the
scholarship committee proposal, which had
very little support from upper classmen.
Since the referendum, the faculty commit-
tee has met and adopted the Robinson pro-
'posal as a guideline for grading the upper level
courses. Student rejection of the Robinson
proposal had little effect on the faculty, and
.on the SBA representatives to the meeting.
Even after lengthy explanations of reasons
,for voting in favor of the Robinson proposal
were offered by the SBA representatives, I was
not convinced that they could not have gone
.on record as opposing adoption of the
Robinson proposal, even as a guideline, when
it had been rejected overwhelmingly in every
available student forum and expression of
student opinion.
Perhaps someday, NLC professors and
students will see the merit and farsightedness
of Professor D. C. Green's proposal to
.lnstltute a pass-fail grading system. Professor
Green would raise the pass-fail cut-off line to
75, but permit a student to repeat a course if
he failed.
This system would produce qualified
lawyers from NLC, and anyone graduating
would have achieved a high level of work. It
also recognizes the fact that not all people
absorb material at the same rate, and each
person is given the opportunity to learn the
material at his own rate.
One problem with such a pass-fail system,
however, is the cost of repeating courses.
This could discriminate 'against minority
students, students receiving financial aid, or
students putting themselves through school,
but I am confident some method could be
developed to relieve such a costly burden
should individual problems arise.
If we must maintain our present grading
system or some similar system, I hope
consideration will be given to the formation of
, a student-faculty review board, with power to
review and recommend solutions for grade
problems.
The only way any change will be effected is
through student action. The grading disputes
in the SBA, the referendum, and the faculty
response did not affect the typically apathetic
NLC student, and it did not ignite any great
amount of discussion and dialogue. Perhaps
when more students experience real dissatis-
faction with their three or four years spent
here, then constructive change might begin. It
certainly will not begin in the faculty.
Scott Paseltiner
DiningOutinD.C.--------'--
by'Rlchard B. Abell
EI Bodegon, 1637 "R" Street,
N. W., Washington, D.C. Tele-
phone 667-1710.
The nobility of .the Spanish
character is munificently reflected
in the excellence and variety of its
food. True to its Catholic empyre-
an, Spanish cuisine is of high
standards, and traditional, and has
been so since the days of Tomas
de Torquemada. Spanish cuisines
originated during the imperial
experience, and is thus a micro-
cosm of Iberia, North Africa, the
primitive Indians of the New
World, and the Far East. The
Spanish have mastered the art of
blending diverse culinary tradi-
tions into a .unlque synthesis. posed so as to please the most
, 'discriminating palate. For appetlz-
EI Bodegon requires coat and tie ers, we tried the entremeses
of gentlemen. Reservations are a variados (assorted appetizers of
must. The Spanish Colonial decor cheeses, olives, carrots-not rec-
is attractive and not overdone. ommended), and caracoles
Subdued lighting, table lanterns, espanoles (snails-good). After-
and individual attention are typl- wards, we tried the sopa de eio
cal. The maitre d', Sr. Roberto (garlic soup served with an egg-
Callahan, is cordial, pleasant, and excellent).
remembers your name! There is As the main course, we tried the
nightly entertainment which gives medallones con alcachofas settee-
a truly romantic atmosphere par das (fillets of beef tenderloin
excellence - guitar music and served with artichokes, all in a
flamenco dancing. This is definite- delicate sauce-excellent) and pol-
ly the restaurant to utilize for a 10 en cazuela a la espanola
good seduction of some erstwhile .tohtcken. tiny potatoes, spanish
unwilling young chica. sausage, and ham, sauteed in
The menu is varied, translated sherry and spices-excellent). We
for HEW bureaucrats, and com- would have preferred to have tried
the entire menu- from light crepes
.stufted with crabmeat to young
squid stuffed with ham in a wine
sauce.
Of course, we had a bottle of
'Spanish wine with our main
course, Marques de Riscal '68 (in
general, Spanish reds should be
uncorked a good hour before
consumption). The wine list is
good, but could be better.
For dessert, both the mousse de
pina (pineapple mousse) and the
'flan (custard with burnt caramel
,sauce) were tried. Naturally, we
followed our meal with an aged
.Spanish brandy, Lepanto, and
espresso. This restaurant is in
'great demand, moderate to high in
,price, and highly recommended:.
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Metro Workers
by Marilyn McMahon trudged out of the building,
As I lay in bed, I could dressed in my jeans, dull
hear the shrill warning white sneakers, and frayed
whistle screeching its mes- C.P.O. jacket. As is usual
sage to the residents of the on a windy day, I was
Foggy Bottom area. A few having a difficult time both
moments later, the build- hanging on to my books
ing shook, the windows and walking, since my
rattled, and three books fell blowing hair was con-
out of my bookcase. Metro stantly blocking my vision.
was again spicing up my Somewhere behind me I
life. heard the husky voice of a
It was time to rise and Metro construction loafer:
shine, and to greet the "Hey', foxy lady, come on
morning with joy and grati- over here." I looked behind
tude. Looking out the me, and seeing no one
window, I saw that it was else, realized that I was the
another windy, overcast lucky winner. I shook my
day. I dressed with little head in disgust and walked
care, and struggled to the on. To my dismay, about
elevator. . ten to fifteen of these hard
It was a warm day for workers were standing a-
November. The wind round the coffee truck, ob-
tossed brown, dried-up structing the narrow wood-
leavesacross the asphalted en walkway that serves as a
boards on Eye Street as I . sidewalk on my side of Eye
Blood Drive at G. W.
The George Washington University is actively en-
gaged in assisting The American Red Cross in its
blood drive. In the past, the students, faculty and
staff have always responded graciously to this
humane endeavor by donating blood. The need for
such is great in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area. On Monday, December 3, between the hours of
10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., the University will have a
one-day drive in the Ballroom of the Marvin Center.
The University Coordinator for this drive will be
Byron M. Matthai, Assistant Director of the Office of
Safety and Security. Interested persons may schedule
a time for donating with his office (first floor of Wood-
hull House; 676-6945 or 676-6948). Questions con-
cerning the eligibility for donations may also be
directed to his office. Those under the age of 21·
desiring to donate should arrange to pick up a
permission form from Mr. Matthai's office prior to
December3.
Win
Street. As their heads
turned my way, I antici-
pated the inevitable barrage
of insults. "Hey, honey,"
"Hello you sweet thing,"
"Baby you are a beeyootee-
ful sight."
An unusually obese Me-
tro worker moved to his
side about two inches in
order to let me go by. I
managed. to push my way
past the hard-hatted, soft-
headed, pot-bellied, long-
haired, horde, shoving one
a little harder than was
necessary. This action set
off gales of laughter and a
new round of insults:
"You're a tough little
chick," "You got the little
lady mad, Sam."
At least two or three
times a day I have to endure
this kind of verbal harrass-
ment. Usually, the most
'obscene and degrading in-
New Friends
suits come about when I
end up passing a lone
Metro man (I use this term
generically, not to connote,
necessarily, any sign of
maturity). Sometimes, I'll
see a worker break away
from the pack and work his
way towards me. It is at
this moment, when we are
about to pass each other;
that those deep, hidden
secrets within his soul
reveal themselves-"Hey,
babe, get it on with Uncle
John."
If a black man were walk-
ing along the street, and a
carload of white men drove
by shouting obscene, de-
grading, racist remarks at
him, I suspect that most of
the construction creeps
would not find the incident
amusing. Somehow, how-
ever, it is a joke when a
woman is the victim of
similar verbal abuse. Some
apologists for this behavior
go so far as to say that it is
part of the American male
ideal. "Listen," one such
believer remarked to me,
"when they stop looking-
then you've got a problem."
My dignity as a woman is
constantly being assaulted
by the male residents of the
American society. What is
most infuriating and frus-
strating about this type of
degradation is that it does
not end when the Metro
creatures crawl back into
the dusty hole of the future
Washington subway. After
the Metro man has retired
to his wife and kids, and
his suburban home in
Rockville, I can be certain
that a passing car or a
stranger walking by will
take up where the con-
struction workers left off.
The Paper Chase
by Steve'Converse
The K.B. Cinema was
wall-to-wall law students
last week for the nine-thirty
showing of The Paper
Chase. It's that new flick
about what a drag it is to be
a first-year law student at
Harvard, or anywhere else.
While not at all the best
film since I Was a Fugitive
from a Chain Gang, the film
was Quite entertaining,
which is a lot these days. I
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must admit it was realistic I
enough to make me ner-
vous about blowing an
evening at the movies when
I should have been hitting
those books.
It's all about a young lad
(read: all-American boy)
from Minnesota, and the
traumas and tribulations of
his first-year law studies.
The main character, Hart,
is alternately awed, in-
trigued, and bored to death
by the many ingredients of
a legal education-particu-
larly Contracts. He has
other courses, naturally,
but the only one he ever
seems to study-the only
one we ever see him
attend-is CONTRACTS (in
capital letters), as taught
by Socrates Himself.
Professor Kingsfield, a
potentially lethal. combina-
tion of Monroe Freedman
and Arthur S. Miller, is the
epitome of the fearful men-
tor, glaring down from the
mahogany dias, leaving no
room for doubting that law
school is Tough. He de-
rives sadlstlc pleasure from
scaring his pupils, his
invectives actually induc-
I ing vomiting in Hart on the
, first day of class.
i At the same time, he also
leads those bright kids in
an obscure but purposeful
course in and around the
many facets of Hawkins v.
McGee etc. In calculated
fashion, he lays a labyrin-
thine hypothetical on some
hapless students in each
class, Whipping Hart and
Co. to desperately Grasp
the Concept or die trying.
Aside from Kingsfield's-
class, other points of real-
ism in the film worthy of
empathy were views of
casebook pages obliterated
with yellow hi-liter, the
good old study group, the
formidable elite of those
who volunteer in class, the
age-old problem of trying
to stay awake in the library,
the permanently missing
volume of Fed. 2nd., and
the fantasy of breaking into
the library afterhours to get
a book you need.
Among the film's most
glaring faults was a remark-
able lack of character de-
velopment in anyone but
Kingsfield and perhaps
Hart. Hart's friends are all
superficially sketched as
The Robot, The Fat Snob,
Mr. Loser, Mr. Photo-
memory, and Mr. Law-re-
view-is-a-tradition. Hart's
girlfriend is just that. She
is also Kingfield's daugh-
ter, but she suffers from an
acute lack of personality.
Her main role seems to be
supporting Hart's ego.
Otherwise, she goes for
long walks..
Unfortunately, the best
part of the film was not the
ending. We all know how
meaningless it is to work
for those silly grades,
right? One just gets caught
up in that ugly competi-
tion, thereby losing sight
of what is really worthwile
in life, l.e. working for
fulfillment of our own self,
gaining insight through in-
terpersonal relationships
and striving to broaden the
spectrum of our experi-
ence. But when we get
those. grades, baby, we
know why we did it! Not
Hart. He casts his grades
unopened, into the brin~
off Gape Cod. Sure.
Poverty Center Sues
Alabama Schools
by Paul Beck
The. Southern Poverty Law Center was founded b
Georgia State Representative Julian Bond about tw~
years ago for the purpose of civil rights advocacy in the
?ee~ ~outh. Its primary focus has been trained on
I~stl~utl~nal and. structural discrimination in the
dlst~lbu.tlon of servl?eS, as well as individual cases with
the indigent and criminally accused.
One of its funding concepts is unique: it bills its
supporters monthly for a retainer fee. When an individual
expresses a desire to contribute to the Center's work the
Center arranqes in cooperation with the donor the am~unt
to ~e given regularly, and rather than send out reminder
notices or rely upon the donor's good faith or memory it
sends the donor a monthly billing much as any law drm
sends out a monthly statement to its clients who are on a
retained fee basis. The notion with the Center is that the
donor has retained the Center's services for a fee and
that the Center is employed by these "clients" to d~ civil
rights advocacy work.
. Currently the Sou.thern Poverty Law Center is engaged
In a number of projects. Among the significant suits is
one involving shelter and decent liVing conditions for
orphaned and neglected black children in the South. The
Center has spent more than $10,000 compiling data to
prove that the state of Alabama allows unwanted black
children to live in squalor, while licensing ophanages
which accept only whites.
Brought against Alabana and six state-licensed
intitutions, the suit is a model for similar actions in other
Southern states. Subsidy of the all-white shelters by the
state is in the form of costly social services provided
without charge, and transfer or social security and
veterans' benefits due the children who are placed in the
institutions.
The U.S. Supreme Court has accepted one Southern
Poverty Law Center case which may have a profound
effect on raising the quality of education offered poor
blacks and whites who remain in Southern public
schools.
This Spring the high court will hear the Center's
lawyers argue, in Gilmore v. Montgomery, that every tax
dollar spent to subsidize segregated private schools
perpetuates a dual system of low-quality public schools
and all-white private schools in the South.
Public school desegregation orders in Southern cities
have spawned a growing number' of "white-flight"
academies-havens for students seeking to avoid
integrated schools. Many of the parents of white students
attending these private schools are community leaders,
legislators, school board members and substantial
taxpayers who refuse to vote for taxes to upgrade public
education while their children attend private schools.
Instead, public money has been used to help support
the academies-to provide free textbooks, tuition tax
benefits, and free use by the private schools of public
facilities.
Last year the Center won a ruling in Federal District
Court (affirmed in Circuit Court of Appeals) prohibiting
free use by segregated private schools of city-owned ball
fields for team athletic contests. This prohibition made
private schools which couldn't otherwise offer complete
athletic programs less attractive to segregationists, and
cut off an important source of revenue-sale of tickets to
school games.. ..
Other historic lawsuits have stopped Southern cities
from providing textbooks and granting tax benefits to
students attending private schools; now the Center seeks
a broad ruling in the Supreme Court which would end the
free use by white-flight academies of all public
recreational facilities.
When all subterfuges by which Southern cities
subsidize separate white private schools are prohibited by
the Courts the attention and resources of the South can
be focus~d on much-needed upgrading of public
education. A favorable ruling by the Supreme Court in
Gilmore can hasten the end of white flight by putting
many segregated schools, un.able to surv~ve wi.thout
municipal support, out of busl~ess. As w~lte chl!d~en
return to the public schools, their parents w~1Ibe wllI~ng
to vote for substantial improvement of public education
Southwide.
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George Allen Blasted
by Mark Leemon .belnq a particular gem), ,"He's' the greatest"
For two years I have .and he apparently can keep Brown said with emphasis.
suffered from an enig- a "problem" player like Suddenly I realized that
matte internal dilemma: Duane Thomas reasonably these guys really do like
despite his admirable win- content, in sharp contrast the man. And then I
ning record, I have har- to every other pro team for thought that maybe over-
bored. an unrelenting aver- which Thomas has ever playing Larry Brown in the
sion for George "Losing is played-.·· first half of the season was
Death" Allen. I didn't know. Seeking more data,' I more than the anemic of-
why. watched the "Warner Wolf fensive imagination of a
Part of the answer was Show" which preceded the defense-oriented coach. It
provided by a friend who Steelers debacle. Wolf might have been loyalty to
last week remarked matter- (whom I also hate for no an obviously slumping
of-factly that Allen bears an immediately apparent rea- player. I was getting no-
uncanny resemblance to son) was "interviewing" where.
Ronald Reagan. Larry Brown and Brig Recently, a host of local
"My God!" I responded. Owens. sports commentators have
"That's why I hate George . "What do you think of dumped all over Allen
Allen." But that was not the Coach Allen?" Wolf asked. because of remarks he
entire reason, and still I Both players replied with made in another Wolf
was.puzzled. I reviewed the the usual tripe, the "Oh, "lntervlew" during Channel
pertinent facts. he's a good coach" stuff 9's Eyewitness News. Allen
Allen is a successful that everybody except Fran was chortling over the
coach by the conventional Tarkenton would say. But Skins' victory in Phila-
measurements. His win- then they went on, un-· delphia, a game that was
loss. record is among the prompted. marred by a brief free-for-
best of all current coaches, "He pays us well," all in the final minutes.
he is a shrewd trader (the Owens said. "And he's Allen didn't mind the fight.
Ken Houston acquisition good to us." (Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 3)
Report from the Mideast
[Continued from Page 4] .natlon." Those Israelis who came from
six months. That is another 17% off of Arab countries know what it means to be a
gross salary! The depth of this financial Jewish minority among an Arab majority.
sacrifice is absolutely incredible. I frankly do not expect the Arab countries
The cease fire which was announced to sit down and talk to Israel. I doubt that
yesterday was received here with mixed even the Russians can bring them to the
reactions. Everyone in Israel wants peace, conference table. But even a 1,000 to 1
but almost everyone is skeptical that the shot is worth trying and it will stop the
Arab states do. This skepticism seems casualties, at least for a while. So we keep
well-justified, in light of the consistent hoping that a miracle will happen and
refusal on the part of Egypt and Syria, they will see the light-that peace is nicer
among others, to recognize Israel as a than war (and cheaper, too).
sovereign state and their consistent Let us hope that the days and weeks
statements that their goal is to destroy ahead bring signs of a genuine desire for
her. Because of the war, we paid particular peace on the part of all the countries in
attention to President Sadat's speech last this area.
week in which he reiterated his goal of I will see you all
replacing Israel with a "Palestinian
in January.
Kindest Regards,
Gilbert J. Ginsburg
NacrelliBarReviewSchool1334G St., N.W.,
Washington,D.C.20005Tel.347-7574
Washington D.C.'s Oldest and
Most Experienced Bar Review School
District of Columbia
StandardDayandEve.Courses
StartJan.9- Feb.21
DayCourse-Mon. thru. Fri.
1:30-3:30p.m.
Eve.Course-Mon. thru Fri.
6:30 -8:30 p.m.
IntensiveThree-WeekCourses
CourseI-Jan. 9 - Jan.30
CourseII-Jan. 30- Feb.21
Mon. thru Fri.
1:30p.m. and6:30 p.rn.
Ten-DayCourse.
Feb.7- Feb.21
Threetimesdaily
Virginia
StandardDayandEve.Courses
DayCourse-Jan. 7and8
6:30 - 9:30 p.rn.: starting
Jan.15- 21,Mon.through
Fri.,1:30-3:30p.m.; Mon.
andTues.also8:30 -10: 15p.m.
Eve.Course-Jan. 7and8
6:30 - 9:30 p.m.; starting
Ja~.9 - Feb.14,6:30 - 8:30 p.m.,
dally, exceptMon.andTues.
6:30-10:15 p.m.
Maryland
StandardDayandEve.Courses
DayCourse-Jan. 15- Feb.21
Mon. throughFri. 1:30- 3:30 p.m.
andThurs.andFri., alsofrom
8:30-10:15 p.m.
Eve.Course-Jan. 9 - Feb.14
Mon. thruWed.6:30- 8:30 p.rn.
andThurs.andFri. 6:30-
10:15p.m.
IntensiveThree-WeekCourses
CourseI-Jan. 9" Feb.1
CourseII-Jan. 30- Feb.21
Pennsylvania
StandardDayandEve.Courses
DayCourse-Jan. 24- Feb.21
Mon. thru Fri. 1:30- 3:30p.m.
Eve.Course-s-Jan.9 - Feb.5
Mon. throughFri. 6:30-8:30 o.rn.
Ten-DayCourse-Feb. 7 - Feb. 21
TwiceDaily
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InPresid~flt'sReport ,GeorgeAllen Condemned
[Continued from Page 3J 1973 evaluation-rough re- [Continued from Page 71 completely spoiled, ill- Bud Wilkinson. I was pre-
respecttul was this instruc- suits and compiled results In fact he said chuckling mannered, fair-weather fan. pared to add Jurgensen to
tor's attitude toward and -will be kept confidential he tho~ght a little fraca~ I turn on Billy Kilmer every the hate list. Indeed I
treatment of students? until after the submission now and then gave the time he runs a conservative thought I had, when in the
Rate this instructor's over- of fall grades. team a lift. "The whole play that doesn't work, for 4ger game, with third ~own
all performance. Rate the Larry Maldegan, the bench emptied" Allen said example, and I am one of and long yardage, Kilmer
conceptual diff~cul~y of this chairman of SBA Comrnlt-' proudly. "Even'Roy Jeffer- the horde who "like Sonny" was hurt, a~d Sonny limped
course. Conslde~lng the t~e on Academic Evalua- son got right in there." ~o m~tter ~ow competent a ~nto the !Ield. I c.heered
number of credits, how tions, welcomes any assis- Allen went on' to rernl- Job KIlmer ISdolnq. like a lunattc when his pass
much work did this course tance anyone can give him nisce that when he was in Driving home orie even- was complete to Larry
require? Give your overall in distributing and collect-Los Angeles with the ing, sometime during the Brown for 18 yards and a
evaluation of this course. ing the forms. Please con- Rams he had engineered a week before the Virginia touchdown.
The results of the fall, tact him at the SBA Offlce.. little ~kirmish to shore up gUbe~natorial election" I, It was then that.' knew. I
the team's sagging morale. half-lIste~ed to a ~adlo had been co~fuslng Allen
My television screen re- commercial for candidate the person with Allen the
turned to the broadcast ~ills Godwin, a conserva- coach .. Becaus~ he. never
studio and to a very tlve Democrat turned Re- really tried to hide his one-
nervou's Max Robinson publican whose keystone traced mind from the.press,
one of the two regula~ to a successful campaign it was pretty easy to see
anchormen. Probably con- was a. continued assertion that he was .a c0f!1pl~te
templating the specter of that. his oppo~ent favored footba~1 fanatic.; wlnn~ng
tons of mail from angry busing. A real Issues man. real,ly IS evervthinq to hl~.
viewers Robinson tried to Anyway, I thought· the While this unrefined attl-
undo s~me of the damage blurb had ended when an- tude disqualifies him from
"Coach Allen was talking ot~er, vaguely Southe~n philosophe~-king. status, it
about professional foot- voice came on and said has made him a fine coach.
ball" he said rather art- "Hi, I'm Sonny Jurgensen So, who I hate is George
fully. "And he certainly and I'~ s~pporting Mills Al,len the human ~~ing. I
didn't mean to imply that Godwin... Oh no, I will reserve my opinion o~
fighting builds character thought. Another culture Coach George Allen until
among high school play- hero has gone the way of after the playoffs.,
ers." l ..
A day or two later, WiI- I I
liam Gildea wrote a I Ga b & Ga b I
"shame-on-you" article • Ins erg Ins erg I
about Allen's, motivation I
philosophy. The incident I
itself gave me hope that at I· Bar Review Courses I
last I had found a reason • I
for hating Allen. Unfor- • I
tunately, given Allen's as- I I
~~;:~t~f~;),(i·:~dwi~~i~~i~g II ANN 0 UNCEM EN T I
over exactly what he had I
said, I couldn't really fault I I
tenance of the library ~is statement,. be?ause .h,e I . I
facility, Bernard stated that IS correct: a fighting SPirit I To accommodate the students who will be taking their tinall
difficulties with mainte- does help the performance I examination at Law School just before the Christmas holidays. and
nance are compounded by of a football team. others who will be taking the February. 1974. Maryland Barl
the continuous year-round It took another inci- I Examination and theMultistate Bar Examination announce that: I
operation of the Library. dent-not directly related. I I
Most law libraries, he said, to Allen-to shed light on I •
have at least a ten- to four- the elusive question. Like I S P.EC IALe 0 U RS ES Iteen-day period for major many Washington-area I
wm=a::::i
lC
n=:te=n:::a:::ncge;:'::=:::::::::::I[J::::::=::::D==f=O=0::l[tb::a="==fo::::lloo::w=e=rS=,:o::1=:a=m~a : :
I ' IWill be offered at both Baltimore and Silver Spring be-I
I ginning on the following dates: I
: AT BALTIMORE, THURS .. JAN. 3, 1974 :
I AT SILVER SPRING, WED., JAN. 2, 197·1, I
I • I
: THIS IS THE BEST COURSE :
: The students are taught the law and how to apply it to :
I specific situations.
• .. .-+--- __.~-. I
: FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, :
I CALL OR WRITE :
!GINSBERG & GINSBERG!
:BAR REVIEW COURSES:·
I I
.1 612·614·Maryland Trust Building I
I Baltimore, Maryland 21202 I
• Telephone: (301) 5394750 I
I I
L••••••••••••••••••••
s.1400 Discussed
[Continued from Page 1]
proach "returns the law to a
primitive state" with a loss
of "moral quality."
Schwartz contends that
more persons will end up in
jail rather than mental
hospitals under S. 1400.
Robinson disagrees, and
points to many psychia-
trists' endorsement of the
bill.
Wiretapping is a "danger
. to the structure of our
government," according to
Wilkinson. He condemned
the indiscriminate use of
the Presidential power to
authorize taps for national
security, in cases where
agencies are permitted to .
do their own taps. Profes-
sor . Robinson responded
that the purposes of the
Administration bill is to
continue the authorizations
given in the 1968 wiretap
legislation. The real de-
bate, he said, w.as on that
legislation, not S. 1400.
The ninety-minute lec-
ture and discussion re-
moved the edge from the
anti-So 1400 handouts and
editorials that appear every
once in awhile, claiming
that the bi II is the "last
legacy of John Mitchell,"
and that it would increase
government repression.
Professor Robinson clearly
pointed out the validity of
an opposite point of view.
Equally evident, however,
is that S. 1400 has enough
flaws to merit close scru-
tiny by students of law and
the American people.
Library Overheats'
[Continued from Page 3]
estimates are being pre-
pared, no funding has been
allocated or approved for
the project. Neither man
indicated that plans existed
for increased seating ca-
pacity or rearranging floor
plans. Bidwell stated that
the University Business
Office handles requests for
classroom and library
desks and study carrels.
Bernard expressed his will-
ingness to hear student
suggestion on library mat-
ters.
Chuck Williams, a sec-
ond-year day student, is
looking into improving re-
shelving systems. Bernard
commented at the meeting
that more reshelvers were
added a short time ago,
and that possibly an ad-
ditional reshelver could be
added during the upcoming
exam period. Finally, in
reference to general main-
SKI
Dec. 25 to Jan. 1
Mt. Sutton Quebec
JOIN US!
Call 490-3489/
725-4820
GIFT BOOK SALE
Good Luck on
Your Exams
POTPOURRI.
FOR LAW
STUDENTS
Restocked on
Gilberts Summaries
Smith's Reviews
and
Nutshells
ART BOOKS
COOKBOOKS
NOVELS
DICTIONARIES
REFERENCE BOOKS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
$1.00 to $12.98
Cresca Gift Packages
Cheeses. Jellies. Teas
Gift Wrapped and
Boxed for Mailing
$2.50 to $8.50From the Bookstore-Merry Christmas
Happy Hannukah
& Happy NewYear
NOTICE
Bookstore Will Be Closed
Nov. 29 and Nov. 30
For Inventory .
Noon to Noon
:::c ::::s
